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These companion volumes, long out of print, are now presented together for the first time so that the reader may better
grasp their essential unity. In Ether, God and Devil, Wilhelm Reich describes the process of functional thinking and
reveals how the inner logic of this objective thought technique led him to the discovery of cosmic orgone energy. In
Cosmic Superimposition, Reich steps beyond the character structure of man to an understanding of how man is rooted in
nature. The super-imposition of two orgone-energy systems which is demonstrable in the genital embrace is revealed as
a common functioning principal that exists in all of nature. Concluding this work, Reich returns to the human sphere "to
ponder about the greatest riddle of all: the ability of man to think, and by mere thinking to know what nature is and how it
works."
The Bion Experiments, published in a limited German edition in 1938 and now available in English for the first time,
represents a cornerstone in Reich's scientific development. The work documents a series of experiments conducted in
Oslo in 1936-37 in which Reich applied the formula of tension?charge?discharge?relaxation, derived from his research
on the function of the orgasm, to the microscopic biological world, thereby opening a route to an understanding of the
origin of life. This work is divided into two parts: the first, a detailed report on the experiments; the second, Reich's
conclusions and an exposition of his research method. The Bion Experiments provides a unique insight into Reich's
scientific method, and makes available the experimental material essential to understanding his later work with cancer
and orgone biophysics.
Energy & Character is a journal above all a means of communication among colleagues and professionals in the body
psychotherapy community at large all over the world.The title Energy & Character suggests on the one hand physics and
biology, the energetic roots of existence, and on the other hand character, in the psychic and social meanings. Character
has roots in ancient Greek which on the one hand refer to the formation of the personality in the culture, and on the other
hand relate to the core, or essence of the person, his or her unique individuality. Millicent Linden - Orgasm Posture and
Breathing, Part I Eva Reich - Emotional First Aid John C. Pierrakos - Core Energetics, Part I Robyn Lee - The Scope of
Energy Distribution Ian J. Grand - Process and Revelation, Part I Robert Olin - Olfactory Character and Intellectual
Resistance, Part II Process and Revelation, Part II Andre Leites - The Modifiers David Boadella - Unison and Separation
Malcolm Brown - The Primordial and the Creative Unconscious Mona-Lisa Boyesen - Bio-Release Ma Yoga Maya - If
You Are Not Part of the Solution David Boadella - Gravity Muscles and Heart Feelings Mary E. Dexter, Larry J. Desmond,
Karen S. Coen - Orgone Energy and Plant Growth Ruth Mechanicus - Experiences as a Diabetic Eva Reich - The Battle
for the Human Race John M. Beilis - Swallowing and Jaw Tension p.p1 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 5.7px 17.0px; line-height:
15.0px; font: 11.0px ''Cooper Hewitt Light''; color: #ffffff}
From the "Introduction" European Emperors, Kings, Kaisers and Tsars, and their Churches, forbade contraception,
women's equality and divorce. Baptismal Certificates and class barriers dictated who could legally marry, attend school or
the university, advance socially, and who could not. World War I finally swept them from power, but their dictates
frequently remained as law, in a turbulent era of struggle for freedom and democracy, versus resurgent fascism and
slavery. Hodann's History contains a clear discussion of these historical developments within the sexual reform and
women's rights movements of Weimar Germany and Europe generally, in the early decades of the 1900s. The parallel
advance of scientific knowledge on human sexuality is also detailed. Unlike many contemporary works on these subjects,
History of Modern Morals is authored by a physician who lived the struggle, was a leader in it, got arrested by the Nazis
for it, and intimately worked with other professionals who also had personally suffered for their work in the same socialsexual reform movement. His writings are therefore filled with a strong passion and vitality, and with many personal
observations, anecdotes, and clarifying information not found elsewhere. Hodann's History is also unique in that he
frequently and positively discusses the work of his contemporary and associate, Wilhelm Reich. This is especially
important given their life-positive emphasis upon love and emotion in sexuality, and their distinction between naturalhealthy heterosexual genitality versus neurotic and unhealthy sexual expressions. In the modern era of "politically
correct" moral equivalence, this essential consideration has been diminished or erased from public discussion.
This volume contains the first complete translations of Wilhelm Reich’s writings from his Marxist period. Reich, who died
in 1957, had a career with a single goal: to find ways of relieving human suffering. And the same curiosity and courage
that led him from medical school to join the early pioneers of Freudian psychoanalysis, and then to some of the most
controversial work of this century—his development of the theory of the orgone—led him also, at one period of his life, to
become a radical socialist. The renewed interest in Reich’s Marxist writings, and particularly in his notions about sexual
and political liberation, follows the radical critiques of Herbert Marcuse, Frantz Fanon and Paul Goodman, the political
protest movements toward personal liberation in the present decade.
A scientific overview of Wilhelm Reich's discovery of the atmospheric orgone or life-energy, and applications of Cosmic
Orgone Engineering, or "cloudbusting" as it is more popularly known. Covers Reich's experiments, and those of his
associates, with sections devoted to more recent CORE research by: Richard Blasband, Jerome Eden, and James
DeMeo, among others. Presents experiments for drought-abatement and greening of deserts in the USA, Europe, Africa,
the Middle East, all with positive results supportive of Reich's original claims. Comprehensive with numerous photos,
diagrams, graphs and full citation-lists. Translated from the original Italian, with a Foreword by James DeMeo.
This book covers many aspects of atherogenesis, with particular emphasis on lipid and lipoprotein metabolism. It
includes all aspects of the regulation of cholesterol homeostasis and the importance of each pathway. Also explored are
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the roles of nuclear hormone receptors on lipid and lipoprotein metabolism and their complex roles in atherogenesis. The
book further discusses how genetic studies can help understand the complexities that mediate these aspects of
atherogenesis.
Translated by Derek and Inge Jordan In Children of the Future, Wilhelm Reich shows how disastrous the exclusion of genitality is
to the young and its important influence on their development. In his 1932 work The Sexual Rights of Youth, published here in its
revised form, Reich speaks in terms of what he sees as the real meaning of the sexual enlightenment of youth: it is not the mystery
and dangers of procreation, but the essential nature of sexuality and the right of youth to genital gratification. Reich presents a new
way of seeing the parental compulsion to teach. In other chapters, Reich examines attitudes toward infantile masturbation, the
source of the human no, and special disturbances of the young. Reichs work is substantiated by his concrete observations and
experiences with children, including case studies from the Orgonomic Infant Research Center.
"A research thesis, Geography-Meteorology Department, University of Kansas at Lawrence, 1979."
The Cosmic Ether Changes Everything! The historical ether-drift experiments obtained positive results for an ether wind and lightspeed variation of 5 to 18 kilometers per second. This negates most of modern astrophysical theory, including Einstein's relativity,
the big-bang, black holes, and more. An historical survey of original publications.
E se il tempo fosse circolare anzichè lineare? E se avesse un'architettura fatta da molti cerchi concentrici uniti da minuscole
fessure attraversabili solo dalla materia più sottile? E se i nostri sogni fossero un ponte che collega mondi diversi incurante delle
leggi che crediamo di aver compreso? Se questo fosse possibile allora dovremmo rivedere anche il modo in cui avvengono gli
incontri, la loro realtà e la loro irrealtà. Potremmo iniziare questa storia con "C'era una volta un castello" ma la inizieremo dicendo
che : Nell'indistinguibile assenza di forma, dove tutto vibra e pulsa, una piccola particella palpita come una lucciola. Stregata da
un'idea che scaturisce dal mondo della perfezione diviene un suono, come le note di un flauto magico tesse la tela
dell'incantesimo che delineerà i confini dell'illusione...
This book describes Reich's first medical and scientific work on the living organism from his first efforts at the Medical School of
the University of Vienna in 1919 to the laboratory experiments in Oslo in 1939 which revealed the existence of a radiating
biological energy, orgone energy. The subject of "sexuality" is basic to this work, and Reich shows clearly its importance for
human life and its relevance in understanding the social problems of our time. "In the central phenomenon, the sexual orgasm, we
meet with questions deriving from the field of psychology as well as from that of physiology, from the field of biology no less than
from that of sociology. Natural science offers hardly another field of research that is so well equipped to exhibit the fundamental
unity of everything that lives and to guard against narrow, fragmentizing specialization." --Wilhelm Reich.
Iniziato a scrivere nel 2000, è indubbiamente uno dei primi testi che contemplano i concetti della meccanicistica quantistica, nella
sua visione e nella sua applicazione. Un vero e proprio manuale introspettivo. Cercheremo di capire qual è il senso del lavorare su
di sé; proveremo a renderci conto di come ciò che verrà presentato in queste pagine ci dia le chiavi per aver accesso a quella
profonda ricchezza che c’è dentro di noi che può ridare gioia e felicità, voglia di vivere e pace. Mentre cammineremo insieme
noteremo come la scoperta di questa ricchezza ci porti a vivere ciò che ci circonda in stati sempre più espansi di consapevolezza.
Noteremo come un lavoro introspettivo, dato in questo caso dal Reiki e la meditazione, ci porti alla scoperta che molte delle qualità
che abbiamo sempre ricercato all’esterno- la forza, l’autenticità, la spontaneità, l’intelligenza – siano già presenti in noi stessi e
come il prendere sempre di più contatto con il nostro intimo le faccia riaffiorare naturalmente nel quotidiano.
When Martin meets Paola during a business trip to Chile, he is charmed by her sensibility and simplicity. But living in different
countries, everything points out that they will never see each other again; however, a series of magical events will make them fall
in love and plan a future together. Love leads them to accept the challenge of transforming an old and abandoned lighthouse that
overlooks the Pacific Ocean into their dream house; and without planning it, they meet an old man that will change their lives
forever: the guardian of the light. A wonderful love story that encourages us to trust the power of love: capable to overcome
prejudices, distance, and all the impossible odds that can only be overcome by crossing the crystal walls that life and society
places in our hearts and in our minds.

This compelling work of documentary history tells a story of idealism betrayed, a story of how the Comintern (Communist
International), an organization established by Lenin in 1919 to direct and assist revolutionary movements throughout the
world, participated in, and was ultimately destroyed, by the Stalinist repression in the late 1930s. Presenting and drawing
on recently declassified archival documents, William J. Chase analyses the Comintern's roles as agent, instrument, and
victim of terror. In both principle and practice, the Comintern was an international organization, with a staff that consisted
primarily of Communist emigres who had fled dictatorial regimes in Europe and Asia. It was, however, headquartered in
Moscow and controlled by Soviet leaders. This book examines the rise of suspicions and xenophobia among Soviet and
Comintern leaders and cadres for whom many foreigners were no longer the heroes of the class struggle but rather
possible enemy agents. Some Comintern members internalised and acted on Stalin's theories about the infiltration of
foreign spies into Soviet society, supplying the Soviet police with information that led to the exile or execution of emigres.
Thousands of other emigres also became victims of the purges. Together the text and documents of this book convey
graphically the essential roles played by the Comintern, providing a unique perspective on the era of Stalinist repression
and terror.
human animal relationship, Arluke offers further insight about animal hoarders, how they see themselves, how society
deals with them, and why people find them so perplexing." --Book Jacket.
Ancient humans were peaceful - modern violence is avoidable. That's the basic message contained in Saharasia, a
controversial marriage of heresies over 10 years in the making. Perhaps the most ambitious and systematic scientific
evaluations of human behavior and history ever undertaken, with hundreds of maps and illustrations, reviewing
conditions in over 1000 cultures world-wide. Saharasia presents the first world geographical review of standard crosscultural, anthropological, archaeological and historical findings, a survey of human family life and social institutions,
tracing social violence back in time to specific times and places of first-origin. Starting in the 1980s, author DeMeo
identified the Saharasian Desert Belt as the most violent large territory on Earth, today recognized as homeland of the
modern Islamic terror brigades. If you really want to know the why of the current Islamofascist march-to-war, this book
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will provide answers.
Bandito e Bruciato dall FDA! L energia orgonica non esiste dichiaro nel 1954 un giudice americano della corte federale
basandosi sulle calunnie dei giornalisti e dell FDA, ordinando la distruzione di tutte le pubblicazioni che contenevano la
parola proibita orgone . In seguito il dottor Reich fu trascinato in prigione, dove mori. Uno scandalo peggiore dello Scope
Monkey Trial (Processo delle scimmie) mentre i fatti che riguardano Reich vengono ancora oggi celati o travisati. In
questo libro, l ex professore universitario e scienziato naturale James DeMeo attinge alle sue vaste indagini e
sperimentazioni per presentare i risultati concreti riguardo alle scoperte di Reich, focalizzandosi in modo particolare sul
controverso Accumulatore di Energia Orgonica, che e una forma affidabile di Medicina Energetica usata in tutto il mondo.
Qui il lettore imparera a costruire e usare in modo sicuro le coperte e gli accumulatori orgonici; in piu trovera ulteriori
dettagli sulle Acque Vitali cariche di orgone tipiche delle sorgenti calde naturali e delle acque termali terapeutiche, e
molte altre questioni correlate. Imparate a concentrare e adoperare l energia orgonica (vitale), caratterizzata da un
bagliore blu, usando dei materiali semplici e prontamente disponibili. Una quantita illimitata e liberamente disponibile nell
atmosfera. Nel manuale sono incluse diverse fotografie e diagrammi, piu un articolo di ricerca in appendice, la
bibliografia, l indice e i riferimenti a svariati link.
Modern mainstream economics is attracting an increasing number of critics of its high degree of abstraction and lack of
relevance to economic reality. Economists are calling for a better reflection of the reality of imperfect information, the role
of banks and credit markets, the mechanisms of economic growth, the role of institutions and the possibility that markets
may not clear. While it is one thing to find flaws in current mainstream economics, it is another to offer an alternative
paradigm which, can explain as much as the old, but can also account for the many 'anomalies'. That is what this book
attempts. Since one of the biggest empirical challenges to the 'old' paradigm has been raised by the second largest
economy in the world - Japan - this book puts the proposed 'new paradigm' to the severe test of the Japanese
macroeconomic reality.
In the 1940s, Dr. Wilhelm Reich claimed discovery of a new form of energy. Declaring "the orgone energy does not
exist," U.S. courts ordered all books on the orgone subject to be banned. Reich was thrown into prison, where he died.
Dr. DeMeo examines Reich's evidence and reports on his own observations and laboratory experiments, which confirm
the reality of the orgone phenomenon.
Energy & Character is a journal above all a means of communication among colleagues and professionals in the body
psychotherapy community at large all over the world.The title Energy & Character suggests on the one hand physics and
biology, the energetic roots of existence, and on the other hand character, in the psychic and social meanings. Character
has roots in ancient Greek which on the one hand refer to the formation of the personality in the culture, and on the other
hand relate to the core, or essence of the person, his or her unique individuality.
A technical electronics reference! The premier reference for engineers, technicians, and hobbyists involved in the field of
electronics. -- Contains computer programs for calculating many electrical and electronic functions -- Covers equations
and formulas -- Discusses laws, constants and standards, and symbols and codes -- Presents service and installation
data, design data, and more
Analyses debates around the multi-billion pound 'heritage' industry.
The Zumwalt-class destroyer is a class of United States Navy guided missile destroyers designed as multi-mission
stealth ships with a focus on land attack. The class is multi-role and designed for surface warfare, anti-aircraft warfare,
and naval gunfire support. They take the place of battleships in filling the former congressional mandate for naval fire
support.
A new theory about the origins of consciousness that finds learning to be the driving force in the evolutionary transition to
basic consciousness. What marked the evolutionary transition from organisms that lacked consciousness to those with
consciousness—to minimal subjective experiencing, or, as Aristotle described it, “the sensitive soul”? In this book,
Simona Ginsburg and Eva Jablonka propose a new theory about the origin of consciousness that finds learning to be the
driving force in the transition to basic consciousness. Using a methodology similar to that used by scientists when they
identified the transition from non-life to life, Ginsburg and Jablonka suggest a set of criteria, identify a marker for the
transition to minimal consciousness, and explore the far-reaching biological, psychological, and philosophical
implications. After presenting the historical, neurobiological, and philosophical foundations of their analysis, Ginsburg and
Jablonka propose that the evolutionary marker of basic or minimal consciousness is a complex form of associative
learning, which they term unlimited associative learning (UAL). UAL enables an organism to ascribe motivational value to
a novel, compound, non-reflex-inducing stimulus or action, and use it as the basis for future learning. Associative
learning, Ginsburg and Jablonka argue, drove the Cambrian explosion and its massive diversification of organisms.
Finally, Ginsburg and Jablonka propose symbolic language as a similar type of marker for the evolutionary transition to
human rationality—to Aristotle's “rational soul.”
Despite the wealth of studies of silent cinema in the English language, knowledge of the medium's first decades has
remained attached to a canon in which Italian silent cinema appears deceptively familiar but largely absent. With 30
essays written by leading scholars in the field, 'Italian Silent Cinema' illuminates this understudied area of film history.
Featuring over 100 illustrations, the reader brings into focus individual film companies, stars and genres and seeks to
place the Italian production of dramas, comedies, serials, newsreels, and avant-garde works in dialogue with international
film culture.
Rumination (recyclic negative thinking), is now recognised as important in the development, maintenance and relapse of
recurrence of depression. For instance, rumination has been found to elevate, perpetuate and exacerbate depressed
mood, predict future episodes of depression, and delay recovery during cognitive therapy. Cognitive therapy is one of the
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most effective treatments for depression. However, depressive relapse and recurrence following cognitive therapy
continue to be a significant problem. An understanding of the psychological processes which contribute to relapse and
recurrence may guide the development of more effective interventions. This is a major contribution to the study and
treatment of depression which reviews a large body of research on rumination and cognitive processes, in depression
and related disorders, with a focus on the implications of this knowledge for treatment and clinical management of these
disorders. * First book on rumination in depressive and emotional disorders * Contributors are the leaders in the field *
First editor is a rising researcher and clinician with specialist interest in depression, and second editor is world renowned
for his work on cognitive therapy of emotional disorders
Growing up with a hoarder can be a confusing, painful, and sometimes dangerous experience. And when it comes to
finding help for a hoarder parent, many adult children find themselves taking on the exhausting role of caretaker. As the
child of a hoarder, you may be wondering what resources are available to you. Written by nationally recognized
obsessive compulsive disorder (OCD) expert Fugen Neziroglu, a regular on the popular TLC television series, Hoarders,
Children of Hoarders explores strategies for communicating with hoarder parents and outlines practical intervention skills.
In addition, the book shows readers how to let go of the personal shame and guilt associated with being the child of a
hoarder. Using mindfulness, acceptance, assertiveness and validation skills, this is the first book written specifically for
adult children of hoarders that focuses on the interpersonal effects of hoarding. Inside, you will learn to communicate with
your loved ones in a way that minimizes conflict, while still dealing with the logistical and organizational issues that arise
when living with or witnessing hoarding behavior. The book also includes tips for reclaiming living space, strategies for
ensuring that the health and safety of residents is not compromised by the hoarder’s living conditions, and organizational
tactics for sorting through the clutter after the death of a parent who hoards. As the child of a hoarder, sometimes it can
be helpful to know that you are not alone. In Children of Hoarders, you will get the support that you need to deal with your
hoarder parent, and reclaim your own life in the process.
A Flight Information Manual for the Cessna 172, for use when learning to fly on the C172 or during type rating training, and a great reference
manual for pilots who fly the aircraft. Compiled from engineering manuals, manufacturers handbooks, and the author's extensive flight
experience. Provides straight forward, useful explanations of the aircraft, systems and flight operations including performance planning, with
photographs, diagrams and schematics.
The Language of the Body, originally published as Physical Dynamics of Character Structure, brilliantly describes how personality is
expressed in the form and function of the body. The body is the key to understanding behavior and working with the body is the key to
psychological health. The Language of the Body outlines the foundations of character structure: schizoid, oral, masochistic, hysteric, and
phallic narcissistic personality types. Dr. Lowen examines the relationship between psychoanalytic theory and body therapy.
In August 1934, Wilhelm Reich was suddenly expelled from the International Psychoanalytic Association. The result was the extraordinary
widening of his scientific interests, scrupulously documented in these journals and letters. They record his pioneering laboratory experiments
to verify the reality of the pleasure function and his discovery of a previously unsuspected form of energy that exists in all living matter.
This anthology is not intended to replace any of the works of Wilhelm Reich, but rather to serve as an introduction to them. The chapters
include material from The Function of the Orgasm; The Cancer Biopathy; Character Analysis; Ether, God and Devil; Cosmic Superimposition
and The Murder of Christ. In addition the volume reprints many important later articles from various journals.
Listen, Little Man! is a great physician's quiet talk to each one of us, the average human being, the Little Man. Written in 1946 in answer to
the gossip and defamation that plagued his remarkable career, it tells how Reich watched, at first naively, then with amazement, and finally
with horror, at what the Little Man does to himself; how he suffers and rebels; how he esteems his enemies and murders his friends; how,
wherever he gains power as a "representative of the people," he misuses this power and makes it crueler than the power it has supplanted.
Reich asks us to look honestly at ourselves and to assume responsibility for our lives and for the great untapped potential that lies in the
depth of human nature.
This is a simple tech I made from my own research, which eventually became a book due to popular demand. There was no good Orgonite
tech on the market, so I just made one. I made it for my friends, and for the Only Results Count forum as I believe carefully constructed
Orgonite should hit mass production for world betterment. I am a (much too) psychic Christian, and had great fun finding the perfect number
of layers, crystals, and and ingredients which you can follow in my simple recipe. Enjoy good health!You will find all you need from my own
research, and collaboration with the certified Nr.1 constructors of Orgonite with special thanks to Harry Rhodes at Only Results Count, and
Sensei at warriormatrix.com forums.I will detail both metal powder, and shavings Orgonite and every mistake you can make. Believe me,
there are a LOT of them.And remember to gift my superior Orgonite to the sick and elderly!!!I hope this is not the end to Orgonite research,
and that someone comes after me, and takes Reichian technology much, much further, but as for now, this is the ultimate tech for beginners
to advanced Orgonite constructors.So you hold the latest of 80 years of Reichian science in your hands...Does not include Mike Emery`s
Bubble Tech.
Packed with creative advice on how to get the most out of your living space, The Everything Home Storage Solutions Book can help solve
even the worst packrat's storage problems with such hints as: Tuck away kitchen tableware and cooking tools in hidden shelving and door
racks Store bedroom clothing and toiletries in roll-a-ways, drawer dividers, and valet chairs Organize home office paperwork in desk caddies
and expandable-and storable-shelves If you're one of the 87 percent of Americans who live in small to medium-sized homes, you know that
good storage is critical to comfortable living. And with family life becoming busier than ever, clearing away clutter can save you hours of time
each week. With The Everything Home Storage Solutions Book, you can transform your home into the efficient, organized, and attractive
living environment you've always dreamed about!
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